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here's a description of what I'm trying to do: I am trying to take a
3D model and duplicate it into several 2D images that represent
different heights (or depth). I found some code that works if I

flatten the model into a 2D viewport, but I need it to work on a 3D
model. For example, I would like to display the model in a game

engine program so that it looks like this (the white is just a surface
showing where the model is visible, I will be manipulating this). is
there anyway I can do what I'm trying to do? Is there another way
to do this? Thanks in advance. A: New Renderer - a little bit of a
cheat, but works. Just renders your model down and builds up the

image you want. Grab and download the source from github
Compile Run the binary For a more in depth answer let me know.

DLA Piper's Rosemary Armstrong Named CFO Mar 27, 2008
(CIDRAP News) � US health-care-advisory giant PBM

ValueOptions Inc. has chosen a former project manager at KPMG
LLP to be its first chief financial officer, a person familiar with the
decision says. DLA Piper associate Rosemary Armstrong will join
the company next month as CFO. ValueOptions didn't name her as

a candidate for CFO, but a person familiar with her selection
confirmed the identity of the rising-star candidate as a US-based
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person who has worked in the industry for over a decade.
Armstrong joins ValueOptions from KPMG, where she was a

project manager for 15 years. Her career will be split between her
current job and ValueOptions, the person said. Armstrong's

appointment to the top CFO role is a big step up for her, who was
recently promoted from associate to senior associate, the person
said. Armstrong has co-founded at least one other business, and
will be working in the US for the first time. She will be leading

ValueOptions's North American strategy, people development, and
operational and legal compliance, the person said. Armstrong's
appointment comes as ValueOptions is shifting its focus toward

becoming a nonprofit. Last September the company merged with
another nonprofit, the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute, to form ValueOptions Inc. "We expect her to bring

considerable management experience to
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